In this paper we examine head waves and normally-reflected (normal) waves from transition layers, and see what information they can give about the shapes of these layers. Examination of the waves' spectra show that their low-and high-frequency regions do not give the necessary information for determining the general shape of the layers. We suggest that this information may be obtained from the intermediate-frequency
Introduction
Interpretation of seismic records has usually been based on arrival times of events rather than on examination of the waves themselves. As a result, although basic information has been obtained about layers in geological structures, it has been difficult to examine the boundaries between them-to know if they are sharp or transitional, and what is the shape of the transition. Recently with increasing attention being paid to the actual waves it has become possible to examine these boundaries, and to obtain information on their transition layers, if they exist.
If we examine the spectra of waves from transition layers, we find only a small section of the spectra can give information on the general shape of the transition layer. This appears to be the case particularly for two types of waves commonly used in seismic exploration-the head wave and the normally-reflected (or normal) wave. At low frequencies their spectra are the same as for a sharp boundary, and at high frequencies they apparently depend upon the behaviour of the transition layer at certain specific points Schelkunoff 1951) . As a result the only part of the spectra, which could possibly give information on the shape, is the intermediate frequencies-where wavelength and layer thickness are of the same order.
In a preliminary exercise to test this out, head-wave and normal-wave spectra from two different transition layers were computed and plotted. The intermediatefrequency (i-f) regions of the spectra were examined for features, which may be connected with transition layer shape.
After a description of the geometrical configuration and of the transition layers, the spectra are presented. The characteristics at low and high frequencies are pointed out, and an interpretation of the i -f region is attempted.
Geometrical configuration and description of the transition layers
The configuration is two-dimensional. A transition layer lies within an infinite medium, the properties of which vary only with depth. The medium is liquid and of constant density. At great heights above the transition layer the refractive index approaches 1 and at great depths it approaches n,. We put the transition layer at about a depth (y) = 0, and the source, a 6-pulse, at height y , above y = 0. For normal waves the receiver is coincidental with the source. For head waves the receiver is at a height y, above y = 0 and at a distance x from the source. The distance x is large, so that the head waves observed will have travelled a distance in the transition layer much greater than wavelength or transition layer thickness (for a diagram of
Amplitude spectra of head waves from the two transition layers. The solid lines are the actual spectra, and the broken lines are asymptotes. Pis the spectrum for the double-parabola. E is the spectrum for the double-exponential. PH is the high-frequency asymptote for the double-parabola, and EH the same for the double-exponential. L is the low-frequency asymptote for both spectra. The x-variable is a non-dimensional wavenumber
where k is the wavenumber in a medium of refractive index (n) = 1.
yo and nl are defined in the text. The y-variable is a non-dimensional amplitude the configuration see ). For both waves the heights of source and receiver above y = 0 are much greater than transition layer thickness. Of the two transition layers used in this paper, one has a finite width yo. The other extends to an infinite height and depth, but it has an effective thickness of about yo. The properties of the former, the double-parabola, can be expressed in terms of the variation of refractive index (n) with depth (y): For
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where yo is the thickness of the layer and
The properties of the latter layer-the double-exponential-can be expressed similarly:
where
The equations show that at great heights (y negative) n approaches 1, and at great depths n approaches n,. Also (3a) and (3b) show that the double-exponential has an effective thickness of about yo. The layers have the same maximum slopes (at depths y 0 / 2 and 0 respectively) so that a comparison can be made between their reflective properties. A diagram of the layers is given in . However, there, the index of the exponential in (3a) and (3b) is halved.
Derivation of the spectra
The formulae for the head-wave amplitude and phase spectra (Figs 1 and 2 , respectively) are derived in together with their asymptotes. The normal-wave spectra (Figs 3 and 4) are effectively the normal reflection coefficient off the transition layer. It is derived by a standard method. The wave equation in each section of the transition layer is solved, the solutions are matched at the boundaries, and the solution for the deepest section is adjusted to give a wave proare calculated from the reflection coefficient.
pagating downwards. The low-frequency (1 -f) and high-frequency (h -f) asymptotes I Low and high frequencies asymptotes are the same as those from a sharp boundary, as expected.
In all the figures, both transition layers give the same 1-f asymptotes. The Fig. 1 , except for the y-variable which is the amplitude of the normal reflection coefficients from the transition layers. The h -f asymptotes of the head-wave spectra (Figs 3 and 4) are shown to depend upon the properties of the base of the transition layer . The h-f asymptotes of the normal wave spectra are connected with discontinuities in the second derivative of equations (la-d) and (3a, b) for n2. We consider the incident wave as being partially reflected at each of the discontinuities. The amplitude of each reflected wave is proportional to i. the size of the discontinuity and ii. (frequency)-2. The reflected waves are combined to form the asymptote. The double-parabola has three such discontinuities at y = 0, y0/2,y0. They give rise to three reflected waves, which interfere and give an oscillating asymptote. The doubleexponential, which has only one discontinuity at y = 0, gives rise to only one reflected wave. There is no interference, and the asymptote is smooth (Fig. 3) . The above is part of a general theory on h-f asymptotes for reflection coefficients of normal waves from transition layers (Schelkunoff 1951) .
We see that the general shape of the transition layers does not influence the form of the asymptotes. If so, the only parts of the spectra it can influence are the i -f regions, which we now proceed to look at.
A. M. Memr The intermediate-frequency region
In this section we compare each spectrum with a quasi-spectrum formed from its 1 -f and h -f asymptotes. For instance, the double-parabola spectrum in Figs 1-4 is P and its quasi-spectrum is L plus PH. The comparison shows that the deviation of the double-parabola amplitude spectra from their quasi-spectra is less than that for the double-exponential-both for head waves and for normal waves (Figs 1 and 3) . Also the frequency range, where the spectra differ significantly from their quasispectra, is narrower for the double-parabola than for the double-exponential-both for head waves and for normal waves. If this phenomenon is not fortuitious, it is difficult to explain it as being due to anything else than the influence of the shape of the transition layer.
In addition, Fig. 1 shows that both head-wave spectra oscillate about the h-f parts of their quasi-spectra. Similar oscillations have been obtained for a linear transition layer. They have been ascribed to interference between the primary head wave and multiply-reflected head waves (Nakamura 1964).
Conclusion
We have presented amplitude and phase spectra of head and normal waves from two transition layers. In the i-f region of the amplitude spectra, we see phenomena, which may be influenced by the shape of the transition layers. We are not sure if there is such influence: further work needs to be done before any firm conclusion can be reached. If however this influence is found to be real, it may open up new possibilities in interpretation of seismic records. In r functions for -, read + and for +, read -. In r functions, as (3.7) and (3.8). For (2ikNyo)Zv0, read (ikNy0/2)-2v0.
